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UNIQUE SLOVENIA
SLOVENIA’S HISTORY and HERITAGE EXPERIENCE

8st Day
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ITINERARY:

MORNING

EVENING
Dinner at the hotel

AFTERNOON
Arrival at Ljubljana airport
Drive to Ptuj
Check in at the hotel Mitra

DAY 1 - LJUBLJANA AIRPORT/PTUJ
Upon arrival at Ljubljana International Airport, near Slovenia’s capital Ljubljana, enjoy
a private transfer to Ptuj, Slovenia’s oldest city in the northeast of the country near the
Hungarian border. Ptuj is marked by natural beauty, and a rich cultural and ethnological
heritage. The city, known as Poetovio in Roman times, was mentioned by historian
Tacitus in his Historiae as existing as early as 69 AD. In the 2nd and 3rd centuries Ptuj was
the centre of the Mithraic cult, a religion from Persia that was popular among Roman
soldiers. Ptuj received it’s city charter in 977 and over the next several centuries grew rich
through trade on the Drava River.
Your accommodation will be at the charming Mitra Hotel located in the town centre.
Dinner is at the hotel, tasting local specialities e.g. cheese pie dressed with pumpkin seed
oil, prleska tunka - a traditional home made ham, and prleska gibanica - a pie made with
layers of young cheese and raisins.

MITRA HOTEL 4* (D)
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MORNING
Breakfast
Sightseeing of Ptuj
Meet the Kurent
Lunch

AFTERNOON
Drive on a wine route through Jeruzalem
Visit the Curin winery for wine
tasting and dinner

EVENING
Return to Ptuj

DAY 2 - PTUJ/PREKMURJE/PTUJ
After breakfast, tour Ptuj’s compact medieval core with its Minorite monastery,
including the Ptuj Regional Museum (with the largest collection of paintings of Turkish
aristocrats) St. Peter and Paul’s Church and the Neo-Gothic Town Hall. Remains of a
Roman military outpost have been unearthed in the area. Then, from the hilltop castle,
enjoy a remarkable view overlooking the city and the Drava River. You will also meet
a “Kurent” – One of Slovenia’s mythical figures and Ptuj’s most renowned symbol. The
original Shrovetide “mask” and costume originates in the distant past, but has nevertheless
managed to preserve it’s symbolic value for the inhabitants of Ptuj and importantly
preserves a National Cultural treasure. A Kurent’s mission is above all to banish evil and
welcome back the good.
Then enjoy a ride through Jeruzalem, a heavenly with it’s Holy name and energetic vibes;
a wine route with some of the best producers of white wines, taking in exquisite views
and a pilgrimage church.
We then move on to sampling Curin’s outstanding white wines in Kog. Mr. Curin is
one of Slovenia’s greatest winemakers and oenologists and the pioneer of personalising
bottle labels in Slovenia. His wines have been presented with many international awards,
including the Champion of Concours Mondial du Vin in Brussels for his Welschriesling/
ice wine).
MITRA HOTEL 4* (B, L, D)
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ITINERARY:

MORNING
Breakfast
Check out of the hotel
Depart to Rogatec and visit an open air
museum of ethno heritage
Continue to Rogaska Slatina for a coffee stop
In Olimje visit of monastery and apothecary
Lunch at restaurant Amon

AFTERNOON
Depart to Bizeljsko
Wine tasting in a unique wine cellar »repnica«
Continue to Otocec
Accommodation in Otocec Castle

EVENING
Dinner at the castle

DAY 3 - PTUJ/ROGATEC/ROGASKA/OLIMJE/BIZELJSKO/OTOCEC
Start the day with a visit to Rogatec, the largest open air-museum in Slovenia. The museum presents the life and
work of farmers and craftsmen at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century in the Rogatec area.
Continue to Rogaska Slatina - a place in which many fall in love with at the first sight. Parks and facades
prestigious already a century ago and nowadays contemporary friendly hotels flatter the sight. The Kozjansko
hills and the sky that create a unique climate spread the images of adventure; springs of unique mineral water
give power for achieving them with their astonishing effects. Continu to Olimje where you will witness an
impressive monastery of the Pauline Friars. Hans Tattenbach had a castle built in 1550 on the place where perhaps
fortification had stood in 1015, but certainly by 1208. The castle was converted into a monastery for the Pauline
Friars in 1663. Later it was owned by the Attems. The Minorite Monks have been managing the monastery for
decades. In 1780 Anton Lerchinger painted it with depictions of famous physicians and healers of Antiquity,
individual plants and Biblical scenes of healing. The apothecary, with its lobby, still serves its purpose and is one
of the oldest in Europe.
Continue the tour to Bizeljsko, a region of vineyards and unique sand caves called Repnice. The sand caves
maintain wines’ freshness and bouquet. The wine producers use them for storing and ripening the wine. High
quality selected wines will be tasted in this fascinating sand cave.
End the tour at the Otocec Castle hotel, surrounded by the mighty Castle walls that date back to ancient 1252
and located in the heart of un-spoilt nature on the emerald Krka River.

OTOCEC CASTLE HOTEL 5* (B, L, D)
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MORNING
Breakfast
Drive to Ljubljana and sightseeing
Snack at the Ljubljana market
Check in at the hotel Antiq

AFTERNOON
Leisure time
Dinner at restaurant Manna with VIP person
from Slovenian political/social life

EVENING

DAY 4 - OTOCEC/LJUBLJANA
After breakfast depart for Ljubljana, Slovenia’s capital city. In Ljubljana, the old meets
the new, a picturesque blend of Medieval, Baroque and Art Nouveau masterpieces. Set
in this “Little Vienna” are the unique contributions of the architect Joze Plecnik, whose
striking structures combine elements of classic Greek and Roman architecture.
Tour major sites in the city centre and ride the funicular to the Ljubljana Grad (the grand
castle overlooking the city). Walk Plecnik’s Triple Bridge, Columned Marketplace, a long
the banks of the Ljubljanica, visit St. Nicholas Cathedral and Preseren square. Finish
your tour with a boat ride along the Ljubljanica River. For dinner enjoy exquisite tastes
at the Manna restaurant and have a talk with a VIP person from Slovenian political/
social life.

HOTEL ANTIQ 4* (B, L, D)
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MORNING
Breakfast
Visit to Radovljica and Bled
Lunch at Villa Preseren

AFTERNOON
Depart over the Vrsic pass to Bovec
Short stop at the source of the Soca river
Check in at the Dobra Vila hotel

EVENING
Dinner at the hotel

DAY 5 - LJUBLJANA/RADOVLJICA/BLED/BOVEC
After breakfast, we will travel towards the Gorenjska region with our first stop at
Radovljica where you will visit the comprehensive Museum of Apiculture which presents
the indigenous Carniola Bee, beekeeping in Slovenia and the traditional paintings on the
bee hives. We then continue to Bled; with immense natural beauty, Bled, together with
its surroundings, ranks among the most beautiful alpine resorts, renowned for its mild,
healing climate and thermal lake water.
Visit Bled’s historic castle, perched high above the lakeshore and witness a medieval
printing technique. Enjoy a boat ride in a unique Pletna – an original boat- to the island
and ring a wishing bell in St Mary’s church. Taste Bled’s most desired cream cake –
Kremsnita and have lunch at Vila Preseren.
After lunch continue to Bovec. One of the most spectacular trips, we travel over the
Vrsic Mountain Pass to bring you into the heart of the Triglav National Park. Your
accommodation will be at the charming Dobra Vila hotel.

HOTEL DOBRA VILA 4* (B, L, D)
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MORNING
Breakfast
Visit of Kluze Fortress
Visit award winning Museum in Kobarid
Lunch at restaurant Hisa Franko

AFTERNOON
Depart to Goriska Brda
Accommodation at Kabaj Inn
Wine tasting at Bjana winery - exclusive
sparkling wine
Wine tasting at Movia winery

EVENING
Dinner at the Kabaj’s

DAY 6 – BOVEC/KOBARID/GORISKA BRDA
The Soca valley boasts some of the most spectacular mountain scenery in the world, dominated by the
beautiful Soca River. The river valley is also called “The Emerald Beauty”, signifying the beautiful emerald
green waters of the Soca River. Take a detour out to the Kluze fortress, one of Slovenia’s most impressive
historical buildings. This 16th century stronghold repelled invading armies, positioned as it is on the edge
of the Koritnica River. These days, as well as surviving virtually intact for castle-buffs, it hosts a variety of
artistic and musical events.
The river has a historical significance as well; the adjoining Soca Valley formed the backdrop of some of
the foremost military activities that took place during the time of World War I. The Kobarid Museum (it
was proclaimed Best European Museum and won the Council of Europe Museum Prize in 1993) displays
exhibits on the events that occurred during World War I on the Soca Front from May 1915 to November
1917 – events which were so well described in Hemingway’s book A Farwell to Arms.
Dine in a relaxed and colourful atmosphere at the renowned restaurant Hisa Franko. The philosophy of
the kitchen is fusion of the mountain and the sea, and East and West. Or taste specialities like Soca trout
in buckwheat flour, compe (potatoes with cottage cheese), Tolmin or Bovec cheese.
After lunch, we continue to Goriska Brda, the wine -producing district of western Slovenia. It’s rolling
landscape and hilltop villages are home to more than 200 wine producers. Stop at Bjana winery to discover
the age-old traditions of viticulture in the region and enjoy wine tasting at the Movia winery. Spend the
night at Kabaj’s winery and experience the local cuisine of the Brda area.

KABAJ INN 4* (B, L, D)
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MORNING
Breakfast
Check out of the hotel
Wine tasting at Lisjak or Cotar winery
Visit the picturesque village of Stanjel

EVENING
Accommodation at Kempinski Palace Portoroz Hotel
Dinner in a gourmet Torkla restaurant

AFTERNOON
Lunch at Ruj inn
Visit of Lipica studfarm
Admire 15th century frescoes in the Hrastovlje
church
Late afternoon arrive at Portoroz

DAY 7 – GORISKA BRDA/KARST/PORTOROZ
We take a morning drive to the Karst region, also known as Slovenia’s Tuscany. This is
home to the Karst prosciutto and Teran red wine. Visit historical Stanjel, a picturesque
village that atracts many artists.
Continue to Lipica stud farm, the origin of the Lipizzaner Horse with over four centuries
of tradition breeding and selecting these thoroughbred horses.
Tour the most outstanding 15th century Death Dance or Danse macabre frescoes at
Hrastovlje church, among the world’s best -preserved paintings of this well-known
medieval theme.
Arrive at the Coast and check in at the beautiful hotel, Kempinski Palace Portoroz. Stroll
through Portoroz, once a summer residence of the Austrian-Hungarian elite, now a
modern tourist resort. Dine at Torkla restaurant, renown for fashionable cuisine based
on “Grandma’s recipes”.

KEMPINSKI PALACE PORTOROZ HOTEL 5* SUP. (B, L, D)
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MORNING
Breakfast
Sightseeing of Piran
Boat trip along the coast
Visit to Secovlje saltpans

EVENING
Dinner at the hotel

AFTERNOON
Lunch at the Casa del Sal
Return to the hotel
Leisure time

DAY 8 - PORTOROZ/PIRAN/PORTOROZ
After breakfast, visit the town of Piran, which has preserved a medieval layout with
narrow streets and compact houses, giving the area a typical Mediterranean look. It is
also the hometown to Giuseppe Tartini, a violinist, composer and music pedagogue,
who wrote over 300 compositions, many of which belong to the finest musical creations
of the 18th Century. After visiting Piran, enjoy a boat trip along the Slovenian coast.
Experience the production of salt in a traditional manner and witness the bird life of the
Secovlje saltpans. We take lunch at the Casa del Sal where they prepare perfect Sea Bass.
Return to Portoroz and enjoy the rest of the afternoon at leisure.

KEMPINSKI PALACE PORTOROZ HOTEL 5* SUP. (B, L,D)
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MORNING
Breakfast
Check out of the hotel

AFTERNOON
Lunch at restaurant Trost
Visit the Postojna caves
Departure from Ljubljana airport.

EVENING
Dinner at the hotel

DAY 9 – PORTOROZ/POSTOJNA/LJUBLJANA AIRPORT
Breakfast at the hotel. At noon, check out of the hotel and drive to Postojna. On the way,
we lunch at restaurant Trost. In Postojna we visit the famous Postojna Cave system, which
is the largest known cave system in Slovenia. A visit to the caves deserves full attention due
to the diversity of shapes, expansive cave areas, stalactite and stalagmite formations and
water characteristics. What is especially noteworthy is that most of these various shapes and
formations can be seen by every visitor, meaning tourists and not just cavers with special
caving equipment. Depart to Ljubljana airport. (B, L)
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* BLED – The pristine gem of the Julian Alps * LJUBLJANA – The charming capital of Slovenia * KOBARID – Winner of the Council of Europe Museum Award in 1993 * KRAS – The fabulous limestone landscape that inspired the word karst * LIPICA – The origin of the world-famous Lipizzaner horses * ŠKOCJAN CAVES
– An intriguing UNESCO World Heritage site * MARIBOR – The home of the world’s oldest wine-producing vine * PLANICA – The site of the world’s largest natural ski jump * LOGARSKA DOLINA – One of the most beautiful alpine valleys in Europe * SEČOVLJE SALT PANS – A fascinating area where salt is still produced
following 700-year-old traditions * DOLENJSKA – Fertile fields and vineyards that nurture the grapes for the unique Cviček wine * PTUJ – The oldest city in Slovenia, and home to ruins, monuments, and priceless treasures of many civilizations
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UNIQUE SLOVENIA
Custom Tour Designer
Mr Miha Rott
T: +386 1 361 62 44
M: + 386 31 51 93 36
E: info@unique-slovenia.si
Skype: miha.rott
www.unique-slovenia.si
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